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Readymade Bodhisattva.

In a Buddhist temple staffed by robots, where the Deva statues have “swivelling […] large, built-in 
camera eyes,” is Unit RU-4#5y4925789475849; or, as he has been named by the monks, Inmyeong 
(23). On the surface, the key question of Park Seonghwan’s “Readymade Bodhisattva,” the story that 
gives this collection its name, is not so dissimilar to that of other Science Fiction (Sci-Fi) narratives 

called for the “aftermarket service man” to assess Inmyeong “from the perspective of a professional 
robotics engineer” is because they believe that the robot has reached enlightenment (29). The fact 
that this is a world with highly advanced technology and expansion off planet – the company that 

an afterthought, an offhand comment in the narration. Park’s story, at its heart, is less concerned with 
questioning the capabilities of AI or the potentiality of robotics but with humanity, and the way in 
which humankind regards itself. Inmyeong’s ascension highlights less what he has gained and more 
what the humans regarding him have lost: “Human beings too, are born with this enlightenment 
within them. You have simply forgotten this” (41). 

Korean Sci-Fi, which features works – some short stories, others extracts of longer novels – that span 
from the 1960s to the 2010s. “Readymade Boddhisattva” serves the collection well by setting the 
tone of the anthology: as a formative work of South Korean Sci-Fi, Park’s approach to the laws of 

Readymade Bodhisattva 

demonstrates the importance of recognising Sci-Fi as a global phenomenon that has been continually 
adapted to enable crucial social and philosophical conversations in cultures outside of the West.1 
The introductory essay by Sunyoung Park clearly places South Korean Sci-Fi within the global canon, 
recognising the way in which Korean writers embraced the conventions established by the likes 
of Jules Verne, H. G. Wells, and Philip K. Dick, whilst simultaneously adding new elements and 
responding to new stimuli. For readers unfamiliar with the Korean tradition, Sunyoung Park’s essay 
succinctly outlines the crucial framework along with insightful introductions to each of the featured 
stories and their respective authors. The collection, as Park notes, “is neither a historical compendium 
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(9). Rather, Readymade Bodhisattva is a snapshot: and a very good one. The anthology’s strength 
lies in its selection of pieces from writers across several generations, that employ a broad assortment 
of styles, and with varying focuses. The collection establishes key concepts early; the role that the 

of Sci-Fi writing is especially evident, as is the county’s economic struggles in the late 1990s, and 
its more recent growth in sectors such as technology and culture. The introductions provided with 
each individual story by their respective translators frame each piece with added context and 
familiarity, but also draw reader attention to these key issues: the anxieties of a nation divided, of 
rapid technological expansion, and of South Korea’s global identity are clearly signposted. 

 Although only three of the featured authors are women, the editor’s approach to issues 
surrounding gender equality and representation is notable. In recent years, translation of South 

coverage, it would seem that the novelists who have found the most popularity in translation 

(particularly her 2015 novel The Vegetarian) have a distinctly Gothic-esque style and Cho’s Kim Ji, 

Young Born 1982 

that features only three pieces by women as engaging in tokenism, but in its acknowledgement that 
men’s voices outnumber women’s in the anthology, Readymade Bodhisattva manages to showcase 

limited inclusion of women in the collection, the editorial notes make it clear that women’s voices are 
fundamental in the development of South Korean Sci-Fi, adding as much depth and perspective to 

of these stories in Readymade Bodhisattva resists 

written by South Korean women. 

 What Readymade Bodhisattva achieves then is an anthology that avoids falling into the 
trap of essentialism: although there are clear threads that connect the collection, each selection is 
its own unique entity. In addition to the introductions, the anthology includes a closing essay on 
the history of Sci-Fi fandom in South Korea – exploring its origins in the early years of the twentieth 
century and its growth since the advent of the internet – and a series of striking illustrations by 

embracing an arresting domesticity. Jeong Soyeon’s “Cosmic Go” in particular stands out as a work 
that, as translator Kimberley Chung notes, combines “a galaxy-spanning imagination with personal, 
everyday storytelling” (97). “Cosmic Go” is the story of a woman whose dreams of outer-space and 
academic devotion are cut suddenly short by a bus accident that leaves her without the use of her 

and of itself, but “Cosmic Go” is a powerful expression of hope in the unexpected nature of science’s 
transformative potential. Particularly notable is Jeong’s treatment of her protagonist’s disability, 
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which avoids the ableist tropes other Sci-Fi and Fantasy authors have often fallen foul of. What 
“Cosmic Go” and the other tales included show, then, is the way in which the generic conventions 
of Sci-Fi are effectively blended with other modes and styles in the South Korean tradition. 

 As a collection, Readymade Bodhisattva

Power (2017) and Obsession (2019) both feature overt Sci-Fi elements) and Korean dramas, such 
as Are You Human Too? (2018) and My Absolute Boyfriend (2019), both which merge Sci-Fi plots 
with elements of romance, action, comedy, mystery, and slice of life. This is not to suggest that, to 
achieve popularity, Science Fiction must be blended with other genres such as romance or mystery 
but rather that it is the conventions and aesthetics of Sci-Fi that are popular with a wide range of 

Park Chan-wook’s The Handmaiden (2016) are most likely to be picked up by Western distributers, 

travel, and parallel universes have all become popular conventions of Kdramas in recent years, 

of storytelling in South Korea. With the inclusion of stories like Kim Changgyu’s “Our Banished 
World,” Readymade Bodhisattva skilfully and subtly demonstrates why. Kim’s story deals with the 

widespread cultural shock in South Korea. Over three hundred people died, including a large group 

death toll, the confusion of information during the reporting, or the handling of the rescue, but 
because many of the passengers were communicating to friends and family via smartphone apps 
such as KakaoTalk. By reading the Sewol disaster and its political aftershocks through the lens of 
Sci-Fi, “Our Banished World” demonstrates the genre’s importance as a literary mouthpiece. 

 Although the editors assert that the anthology is “like one of those photos one might 

Readymade 

Bodhisattva easily conveys both the depth and diversity of South Korean Sci-Fi. The stories included 
at once complement and contradict one another, demonstrating how the genre has impacted and 
been internalised by Korean writers. As an anthology, Readymade Bodhisattva showcases narratives 
that highlight how South Korea has embraced Sci-Fi, both as a conduit for the discussions and 

element of a broader literary culture. The narratives featured are at once wildly technologically 
advanced and painfully human, at times alienating but at others incredibly comforting. Readymade 

Bodhisattva is a timely and much needed addition to the market, reminding readers that South 
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NOTES

1. This review has written the names of the collection’s editors using Western naming conventions as 
this is how they are given in the text. Discussion elsewhere uses Korean naming conventions.
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